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 When I set out to conduct this research, I had one primary question in mind: 
“Should institutions seek out collaborations with community partners given the likelihood 
of harm?” What I soon discovered was that I was asking the wrong question. Archives 
are in a period where they are seeking to expand their collection and outreach to 
previously untapped communities that have long been marginalized by and 
underrepresented in archival spaces. The impetus for this push largely comes from 
societal pressure to account for historical erasure and runs parallel to a mounting 
movement towards reckoning with the national legacy of racial injustices. Because of 
this, it means that archives are not likely to stop and think about whether they should be 
reaching out to communities for collaboration. Therefore, instead of asking whether 
institutions should seek out these collaborations, we should be looking at how archives 
collaborate with community partners and understanding what it looks like when archives 
center communities and attempt to mitigate that potential for harm.  
 This harm has the potential to take on many shapes. Institutions have access to 
significantly more resources than communities which creates a power imbalance between 
the two. In most instances, this means that the institution is able to impose its will with 
little to no input from the community. As a result, communities have dealt with things 
such as material extraction, misrepresentation, and outright exclusion. Collaborating with 
these institutions does not mean that these issues disappear. While most literature 
suggests that professionals in traditional archives wish to engage in inclusive 
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partnerships, other research has looked at the difficulty in getting professional archivists 
to acknowledge the value that community members bring to the table.  
 To better understand this landscape, UNC’s archives applied for a grant to engage 
in a community-driven archives project. In this project, the grant team sought to better 
understand the needs of four partner communities and went about meeting these needs by 
incorporating many different models of archival collaboration. While the original goal of 
the grant was to identify a replicable model for community archiving, the goals of the 
project shifted when the grant team realized that the needs of the communities were too 
diverse for a single model of collaboration and that there was no chance of identifying 
one ideal way of engaging in community collaboration. However, there are themes that 
run throughout each partnership that speak to the ways in which UNC worked to 
minimize the potential for harm to the communities. These themes include empowering 
communities by letting their needs drive how the project plays out, seeing value in the 
relationship-based, collaborative processes beyond the products delivered, making 
collections accessible to different audiences on the terms that the community requested 
and attempting the communities up for success after the grant ended. This paper will 
explore those commonalities and will contribute to the creation of a set of best practices 





Key Terms  
Archive- For the sake of this paper, I am delineating between traditional archival 
repositories and community archives. While I provide a more in-depth understanding of 
community archives later in the paper, it’s also important to understand a definition for 
archive in a more general sense. The term is fraught in the field with the Society of 
American Archivists offering twelve different possible definitions. For the sake of this 
paper, I have adopted the US National Archives definition which states that archives are: 
“(1) The noncurrent records of an organization or institution preserved because of their 
continuing value. (2) The agency responsible for selecting, preserving, and making 
available records determined to have permanent or continuing value.(3) The building in 
which an archival institution is located,” (“Archives and Records Management Resources 
| National Archives,” n.d.).  
Social justice- For the purposes of this paper, I have adapted Anthony Dunbar’s 
definition which frames social justice as being a series of four overlapping goals: “to 
provide a vision of society in which the distribution of resources is more equitable ... to 
seek vehicles for actors to express their own agency, reality or representation ... to 
develop strategies that broker dialogue between communities with unparallel cultural 
viewpoints ... [and] to create frameworks to clearly identify, define, and analyze 
oppression and how it operates,” (Dunbar, 2006). This definition speaks to the power 
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imbalances between communities and institutions and provides insight into the 
motivation for institutions who engage in this work.  
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Lit Review  
Social Justice in the Archives  
Ideas of social justice in archival discourse have been around for some time but in 
recent years the calls to adopt a mission of diversity, equity, access, and inclusion in the 
archives have become more frequent. Archivists are beginning to argue that, “It is 
essential to seize the power of the archives and to use it to hold institutional and 
government leaders accountable. All aspects of society should be documented, not simply 
those in power,” (Jimerson, 2007). Opinions on the responsibilities of the archivist have 
dramatically shifted from the belief that they should be passive bystanders to modern 
calls from marginalized and underrepresented communities for them to recognize their 
role as political actors.  This work has taken on a number of forms but it was Howard 
Zinn that first coined the term “activist archivist” to refer to these professionals that 
adopted the work of actively documenting underrepresented groups (Yaco & Hardy, 
2013).  
This movement has arisen in contrast to traditional tenets of archival thought.  
Pioneering archival theorist Sir Hilary Jenkinson suggested that by adhering to the ideas 
of “respect des fonds, original order, and provenance,” archivists would be able to 
maintain their neutrality and eliminate the possibility of introducing bias into their work 
(Jenkinson, 1922). This view of archival practice persisted until around World War II, 
when archivists found themselves managing a significant influx of records. They could 
no longer operate as impartial collectors, and instead  introduced many of the appraisal 
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practices common to the field today. Practitioners like T.R. Schellenberg 
promoted examining records in context to understand and interpret their worth relative to 
the collections within an archive. As a result, archivists went from collecting anything 
that was made available to them to actively selecting what would enter the archive. This 
meant that archivists were helping to shape public memory by creating standards for what 
was worthy of collecting or remembering (Cook, 2013).  
By the 1960s and 1970s, social movements brought increased scrutiny to power 
structures throughout society, and in the archives this meant a questioning of the 
archivist’s presumed neutrality and objectivity. For example, Zinn noted in a 1970 
address to the Society of American Archivists that the profession had largely failed to 
collect documents relating to a number of peoples and communities that were not part of 
the dominant culture at the time. He pointed out that archives largely favored “preserving 
the records of dominant social groups at the expense of the less powerful,” (Zinn, 1977). 
This belief echoed a growing understanding that archives were not neutral spaces and that 
archivists had significant power over which groups were represented in the larger public 
memory (Jimerson, 2007). Notions of archives as being objective tellers of historical past 
were rejected while awareness grew that it was once only the privileged few that were 
deemed worthy of remembrance (Jimerson, 2013).  
Since this time, many archival thinkers have incorporated this critique into their 
understandings of the field. Individuals like Michelle Caswell, Terry Cook, Randall 
Jimerson, and Verne Harris are all leaders in a movement to rectify the public record and 
bring forth voices that were once silenced (Wakimoto, Bruce, & Partridge, 2013). Harris, 
for example, “sees archival appraisal decisions, because of their subjective nature, as 
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political acts,” and Jimerson goes so far as to argue that, “archivists have an obligation to 
use archives for social justice,”(Yaco & Hardy, 2013). However, in the field, the notion 
of pursuing social justice in the archives has been interpreted in a number of different 
ways. 
Many scholars question who should or does benefit from efforts to promote 
justice in the archives. Some scholars and archivists argue that institutions benefit more 
than marginalized communities do, as they expand the historical diversity in their 
collections and increase patronage. However, many communities have been afforded new 
opportunities to see themselves represented in spaces where they had previously been 
shunned or overlooked. Others suggest that marginalized communities and traditional 
archival repositories have both benefited from new forms of connection and partnership. 
These connections take on many forms, from archival repositories collecting directly 
from communities to archives supporting community-based organizations in efforts to 
preserve their own histories. 
The social justice archival mission has also challenged a status quo in the 
profession that privileges the collection of papers from the upper echelon of a white, 
patriarchal society (Wakimoto et al., 2013). Instead, a number of institutions have 
reoriented their collecting missions to target groups that are largely absent from the 
traditional narrative. This work has been done in a number of ways, many or most of 
which involve working with the communities or peoples themselves. These participatory 
approaches incorporate community perspective in every step of the archival process, 
including the appraisal, which means that communities are increasingly telling archives 
what is important to them, instead of the other way around.  
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In other instances, archives have reoriented their traditional roles as guardian and 
expert of documents and knowledge to roles more focused on mentorship, education, and 
facilitation. (Poole, 2020). This role has arisen in response to communities’ work 
collecting their own stories and papers. In these collections, groups of amateur archivists 
have taken control of their own narratives and chosen to eschew traditional repositories 
for their own community-based collections and archives. While some of these archives 
have chosen to remain completely independent, others have chosen to form 
collaborations with traditional archives to increase their capacity for archival work. It is 
in these relationships that professionally-trained archivists pivot from their former roles 
as custodians towards their new role as a mentor or facilitator for amateur archivists and 
community members. Many scholars in the field refer to this transition as the post-
custodial model, in which records remain with the record creators and trained archivists 
provide help and oversight into record management (Flinn, 2007).This model means that 
it is not necessary for all documents to be housed in one location or under the care of one 
person or institution. Instead, the onus is upon the community or individual record holder 
to maintain their own records with guidance from trained archivists if needed or wanted.  
Community Archives Definition  
One of the ways that communities and archivists are working to implement the 
post-custodial model and engage in collaborative partnerships is through community 
archives or community-based archives. Community archives were founded on the idea 
that traditional repositories excluded many marginalized peoples and that gathering 
documents from these peoples would help rectify this exclusion. Community archives 
have grown more common in line with “increased awareness of and frustration with 
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absences in and biases of the historical record [and] oppressed groups’ fear of losing their 
identity or of (further) marginalization” (Poole, 2020). Wakimoto, Bruce, and Partridge 
have said that community archives are the “embodiment of activism in the archives” 
because they are helping to fill the collecting gaps that existed in traditional institutions, 
while Poole argues that community archives relate innately to social, cultural, and 
political activism directed toward social justice outcomes (Poole, 2020; Wakimoto et al., 
2013). Structures and models of community archives can vary, but one core principle is 
that these collections are primarily shaped by the communities they serve. This can mean 
that community archives operate completely independently of mainstream repositories 
and turn away from traditional archival frameworks, but in some cases, institutional 
archives provide support or guidance as requested by the community. 
Researchers and archivists have struggled to find a standard definition for the term 
“community archive.”  For one, there is no community archive archetype and the 
characteristics and functions of community archives look differently based on how the 
archive is designed and what needs the community has (Welland & Cossham, 2019). 
Sarah Ramsden argues that community archives are often defined in relation to more 
traditional archives instead of as a stand-alone entity (Ramsden, 2016). This point is also 
emphasized in Brilmyer, Gabiola, Zavala, and Caswell’s definition, which states that 
“community-based, archives, unlike mainstream institutions, work closely with 
communities to serve community needs. They are, at their core “collections of material 
gathered primarily by members of a given community and over whose use community 
members exercise some level of control” (Brilmyer, Gabiola, Zavala, & Caswell, 2019).  
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 Even though there are disputes about the definition of the term, there are 
similarities in the ways that archivists and researchers describe the functions of these 
institutions. Sarah Welland and Amanda Cossham conducted an analysis of the various 
definitions of community archives and noticed several patterns. The first is that 
community archives have significant levels of support and participation from a self-
defined community. This finding is consistent with Poole’s argument that community 
archives are community-owned and community-controlled grassroots initiatives and with 
Brilmyer’s claim that part of the mission of a community archive is making accessible to 
history of a particular community on their own terms (Brilmyer et al., 2019; Poole, 2020). 
Many believe that community archives operate without direct government funding or 
control and exist outside the formal heritage sector. While this may be shifting some as 
traditional institutions begin to understand the importance of community archives, many 
choose to remain independent because they want to maintain complete control over the 
archive (Welland & Cossham, 2019). 
A second characteristic identified in Welland and Cossham’s research is the 
content of the collections. Many community archives contain materials that have not 
usually been kept in traditional archives but still hold significance in the communities 
themselves. These materials can include oral histories, ephemera, clothing, art, multi-
media, grey literature, and copies of records, in addition to more traditional archival 
materials such as manuscripts and other papers (Flinn, 2011; Welland & Cossham, 2019). 
Another one of the ways that professionals in the archival field commonly see 
community archives deviating from traditional archives is through their rejection of 
standardized archival practices and frequent lack of formal training (Welland & 
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Cossham, 2019). Amateur community archivists are working to make the case that 
traditional archival practices are not always aligned with community interests. This 
reflects the idea that the mission of community archives is different from that of a 
traditional repository. Instead, community archives are seen as a way to shift the power of 
memory away from colonial institutions by producing new opportunities to democratize 
the archives and challenge the legitimacy of the mainstream sector. 
 While many of these conclusions are based on distinctions between traditional 
heritage institutions and community archives, the two sectors are beginning to collaborate 
more frequently. The boundaries between the two are becoming less meaningful as 
community archives turn to established institutions for support, and traditional 
establishments seek out these partnerships and new connections to different communities.  
Community Archives Impact 
 One of the ways that community archives help enable this reflection is through 
the creation of collective memory. Flinn, Stevens, and Shepherd argue that one way 
communities help to create collective memory is through engagement with archives and 
heritage materials. While archives are not synonymous with memory, they do help to 
play a significant role in memory production (Flinn, Stevens, & Shepherd, 2009). When 
communities are unable to find their materials preserved in archives, or even worse, find 
that their histories or memories are misrepresented in archives, it can be difficult for 
those communities to construct a reliable collective memory narrative. Collective 
memory and collective narrative play vital roles in creating collective identity and 
constructing community (Battley, 2020; Casari, 2015).  
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 Collective identity can be crucial to communities for a number of reasons. One is 
the feelings of social belonging, inclusion, and cohesion that can result. Caswell found 
that seeing one’s family reflected in history helped to generate these feelings which is one 
way that community archives worked to benefit marginalized communities (Caswell, 
Migoni, Geraci, & Cifor, 2017). Another way researchers found that community archives 
help to benefit communities is through the “promotion of community pride, citizenship, 
empowerment, and social inclusion” (Caswell, Cifor, & Ramirez, 2016). These feelings 
can help not only communities through actions such as increased civic engagement but it 
can also help to support the development of self-identity and confidence building on an 
individual level.  
 Beyond the impacts community archives have on communities’ and individuals’ 
identity shaping, community archives have also been found to serve as a place of 
belonging for marginalized peoples. One of the ways that they fill this role is by serving 
as sites for intergenerational dialogue. Researchers have found that archives and the 
stories that they contain can help families and communities to start conversations about 
previously taboo subjects. They can serve as safe spaces for many generations to have 
conversations about collective memory and identities past, present, and future (Caswell, 
Gabiola, Zavala, Brilmyer, & Cifor, 2018).  
 Some community archives also see their existence as a reclamation of space. For 
community archives, especially those that have a physical space, their function can 
extend beyond housing the collections. These spaces can also serve as community centers 
where members feel safe fully expressing themselves (Brilmyer et al., 2019). Community 
members say that these archives are places that they can find themselves when they don’t 
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see themselves anywhere else. It can also mean be understood to mean taking up space in 
the world of archives. No longer is all of the attention focused on the dominant narrative 
that is found in traditional archives; instead, much of the focus is shifting away from 
these spaces and moving towards marginalized communities and the community archives 
that house their stories. Caswell has found that many community members placed great 
emphasis on the idea of archival presence, both literal and symbolic (Caswell et al., 
2018).  
 Another way that communities have benefited from having their own archives it 
that they are no longer reliant on informal networks for accessing information and 
records. This means that individuals have a central place where they can locate evidence 
of their own history, rather than relying solely on family or other community members. In 
her research, Caswell noted that many members of marginalized communities found it 
difficult to locate documentation of their communities in traditional repositories and were 
forced to tap into informal avenues to find the evidence they were searching for. 
Anecdotal evidence also suggests that researchers from these communities are often told 
in mainstream archives that there is not enough documentation to conduct the research 
that they are interested in. This makes it difficult for marginalized peoples to introduce 
counter-narratives to the popularized narratives surrounding their histories. Community 
archives became an important tool for locating evidence to craft these responses (Caswell 
et al., 2016).  
Previous Models of Collaboration  
Collaborations between traditional archival repositories and community archives 
look different in every iteration. In the United States, these collaborations have been 
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relatively rare but are becoming more common as both communities and archives come 
to understand the potential benefits of working together. As these collaborations increase 
in frequency, researchers are beginning to examine the benefits to both institutions and 
communities as well as the barriers and issues that these groups face in partnering 
together. These issues include navigating harm and complicated power dynamics, trust 
and relationship building, and working through issues of custody and ownership.  
While there is no standard for what a collaboration might look like, much of the research 
surrounding these partnerships looks at a more traditional model of archival outreach and 
partnership where a traditional repository will collect from an under-documented 
community. Archivists pursuing this action cite the need for collections to be more 
reflective of the diverse peoples that exist. However, others point to the great harm that 
removing records from their communities of origin can cause. Critics of this approach 
would argue that sharing a record can be a powerful tool for connecting people through 
memory and shared experience, and that placing these records in an institution can have a 
negative effect on the way that community members interact with it and each other 
(Battley, 2020).  
Many traditional archives are still grappling with this potential for harm and 
trying to reconcile it with their desire to collect from under-documented communities. 
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Because of this, many of them have turned to a participatory appraisal model. 
Participatory appraisal follows the idea that community members are experts on the 
communities that they come from and should be involved in the archival process all the  
way from appraisal to description. While these individuals may not have the training that 
professional archivists have, they bring their own knowledge to the table and should be 
included in decision making because they have insight that archivists likely lack. By 
involving community members in the process, the context and embedded knowledge 
architectures of a record can be preserved (Shilton & Srinivasan, 2007). Members of a 
community are able to provide information around the creation of a record and its 
meaning to a community, which is a specialized understanding that outsiders cannot 
provide. A number of archives are now opting for this approach of working with groups 
instead of on behalf of them (Flinn et al., 2009).   
This change in outlook has led to meaningful partnerships built on the 
understanding that all collaborators are bringing something to the table. Traditional 
repositories have a strong desire to save the context surrounding a record and community 
members are often able to provide this information. Many archivists believe that records 
lose their value when they are separated from the context of their creation and continued 
significance to the community (Shilton & Srinivasan, 2007). Belinda Battley has argued 
that removing community records and placing them into an archive can “strip away the 
community’s own measures of authenticity” (Battley, 2020). Battley notes that 
interacting with a record in a traditional archival space is much different than interacting 
with that same record in its original community. Archivists need to be wary of this when 
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working with and collecting from marginalized communities, especially if community 
members are not participating in the description process.   
 Post-custodial collaborations have been one model utilized by communities and 
archival partners. The South Asian American Digital Archive is one example of this. In 
this archive, individuals from the South Asian American community can have their 
records digitized and added to the collection but the community members continue to 
own the rights to and retain custody over the materials. The archive exists entirely online. 
This way, the materials are accessible to a wider audience but nothing is extracted from 
the South Asian American community (Fernández & Paschild, 2013). This model can be 
attractive to donors and community members that want to contribute their stories to a 
collective memory but do not want to give up precious family keepsakes.  
A similar model is the distributed custody model, in which a traditional archive or 
repository maintains custody of a record or collection, but the community or individual 
retains ownership and control. In this model, it is important to understand the differences 
between ownership and custody. An institution that has custody over a collection will 
physically, or sometimes digitally, keep the collection in its care. The owner of a 
collection or record has ultimate control over that collection or record and can determine 
who has access to the record or what can be done with it (Bastian, 2004). Historically, 
having custody for a collection frequently also meant having ownership of it, but this is 
no longer the case. This has significant implications for archivists as it could indicate that 
the profession is moving away from collecting and towards preservation and outreach.  
An example of this type of collaboration can be seen between UCLA and the Mazer 
Lesbian Archives. During negotiations between the two groups, an issue arose over 
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UCLA’s ability to provide access to materials that they do not own. UCLA was unwilling 
to put their name on a collection that they did not own or have control over, but a 
compromise was eventually reached. In their agreement, UCLA has custody over the 
materials in the collection while the Mazer Archives retains control and ownership over 
the materials. The Mazer Archives can take back custody of the collection at any point in 
time, and any materials unwanted by UCLA would be returned. Another part of the 
agreement stipulates that UCLA would ensure that the collection was accessible by all 
and would help the Mazer Archive to digitize the materials (Krensky, 2011).  
 Despite the structural differences in collaborations between communities and 
traditional archives, many encounter the same barriers on their path to partnership. In 
their study of partnerships between community groups and conventional archives, 
Stevens, Flinn and Shepherd identified a number of potential blockades for successful 
engagement. The first of these is that many community groups “remain suspicious of the 
mainstream agenda and are deeply committed to preserving their autonomy” (Stevens, 
Flinn, & Shepherd, 2010). Much of this concern arises from the memory of exploitation 
from traditional institutions and with it a weariness to trust professional archivists. 
Traditional archivists sometimes fail to see the value and expertise of community 
members, which exacerbates those community members’ feelings of being under-valued.  
 Community members can also be mistrustful of institutions themselves for a 
number of reasons.  The two can have differences in practice that can be challenging to 
overcome, particularly in light of the power dynamics between institutions and 
communities. Professional archives frequently have resources that are often unavailable 
or difficult for communities to obtain, which puts them at a disadvantage when trying to 
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create and then navigate collaborative relationships. These differences in practice can 
also lead to misperceptions around roles and activities (Flinn et al., 2009).  
 Many people also don’t think of their materials “archivally”, meaning that most 
people don’t think to save their materials and put them into an archive (Szwaya, 2017). 
They believe that archives are only interested in collecting from the rich and the famous 
and don’t see their records as fitting into this space. They also don’t feel as though they 
themselves belong in archives. Traditional archives are often seen as spaces meant only 
for the most serious of researchers. For this reason, many report feeling uncomfortable 
which prevents them from wanting to house their records in traditional repositories 
(Battley, 2019).  
 Despite the many challenges in establishing models of collaboration, these 
partnerships are on the rise, as both traditional archives and community groups recognize 
the associated benefits. For traditional archives, successful partnerships can also pave the 
way for additional future collaborations and other inter-institutional projects (Fernández 
& Paschild, 2013; Flinn, 2007). Building these partnerships could also lead to further 
acquisitions for the traditional archive, either directly from a community group, increased 
outreach or exposure with other donors, or potentially the absorption of a collection if a 
community archive comes to the end of its lifespan (Stevens et al., 2010). Traditional 
archives can also gain exposure to potential financial donors who “identify as 
stakeholders within represented communities” when they work with community partners 
(Fernández & Paschild, 2013). Traditional repositories have great incentive to work with 
community archives as they attempt to bridge collection and knowledge gaps. 
Community members have a specialized knowledge that professional archivists want and 
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building partnerships is one way that they can tap into that well. (Fernández & Paschild, 
2013; Stevens et al., 2010).  
 Community archives also have much to gain from partnerships with traditional 
repositories. By building relationships with traditional institutions, community archives 
can secure access to resources, funding, and skills that they might otherwise lack. Many 
professional archives are working to help community partners build up the capacity to 
archive their own materials. Professional archivists can advise community members on 
matters such as preservation, copyright, digitization, description, fundraising, and 
outreach (Stevens et al., 2010). Traditional repositories also have access to much larger 
funding streams and grant opportunities than smaller community archives, but a 
partnership allows the community partner some access to those resources. Similarly to 
the benefits conferred to traditional institutions, communities also benefit from greater 
outreach and exposure associated with these collaborations. Working with a mainstream 
institution enables community partners to tap into that institution’s networks and  
connect with individuals or groups that they otherwise might not be able to reach. Some 
also argue that community archives receive a bump in credibility when they partner with 
professional organizations (Flinn, 2007).  
 Not all partnerships are successful and there is some chance for harm in any 
relationships. Many community archives worry that they might lose control over 
materials if they choose to house them in a traditional archive while some, although not 
all, traditional archives worry that they will not gain any additional materials for their 
collections. Many of these partnerships also have a time limit which can be harmful to 
community partners when their access to funding or other resources comes to an end 
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(Flinn, 2007). Despite the potential for harm, many believe the benefits far outweigh the 
costs and partnerships are becoming more common. There is still a lot of research that 
needs to be done to look at various models of collaboration, sustainable partnerships, and 
the outcomes of these relationships.  
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Methodology  
This paper is an ethnographic case study to understand models of collaboration 
between traditional archives and community archives, through the lens of the Community 
Driven Archives Grant Project at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. While 
some traditional archives offer help to surrounding community archives and community 
archivists in the form of training and resources, others serve as custodians for community 
collections. The Community Driven Archives Grant Project is unique in that it 
incorporates many different models of collaboration based on the needs of the community 
partners. Under the grant, four different community archives have partnered with the 
Southern Historical Collection at UNC. This paper will explore those relationships to 
identify successes, challenges, and themes from each case.  
To collect data for this case study, I conducted semi-structured qualitative 
interviews with three individuals who worked on the Community Driven Archives Grant 
Project. A case study is "an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context,” and provides researchers with detailed and 
descriptive information, also known as thick-description, of a particular phenomenon 
(“SAGE Reference - The SAGE Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods,” 
n.d.; Yin, 2009). Semi-structured interviews allowed me to get an inside look at the 
subject’s thoughts, feelings, and perceptions, while allowing flexibility to adjust 
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questions during the interview process (Seidman, 2006). These methods are well 
established for research in the field information studies (Gilliland & Mckemmish, 2004).  
Communities and community archives are complex, and no two are the same. For 
this reason, the results of the research are not meant to be generalizable but instead are 
meant to demonstrate the complexities of the relationships between community archives 
and academic archives. The particular case that is being examined in this study covers 
multiple relationships and models of collaboration, which allows for deeper insight in to 
the wide range that collaborations can cover, even for partnerships involving the same 
institution.  
Sample/ Research Participants  
Initial contact of participants began through personal contact with an employee 
working on the UNC Community Driven Archives Grant. This participant then 
recommended two other contacts for a “snowball sampling.” Three participants were 
interviewed for this study; all were UNC employees who have worked on the Community 
Driven Archives Grant Project. In addition to serving in different roles on the project, the 
interviewees had also been a part of the grant project for different lengths of time, which 
allowed for a deeper understanding of how the project has changed over time. Interviews 
with these individuals helped to build understanding of background information of the 
grant and its community partners, successes and failures of the collaborative process, and 
best practices for successful partnerships.  
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Research Quality/Ethical Considerations  
To ensure the dependability of my data, I asked interviewees for clarification, 
asked follow up questions, and explained the reasoning for my questions when necessary. 
This was all to ensure that I did not misunderstand or misinterpret any points that they 
made during the interview process. I also reviewed and edited the transcriptions when 
they did not match the speech in the interviews. This was done to guarantee the accuracy 
of the interview data. Throughout the research process, I met regularly with my advisor to 
provide updates on my progress and talk through the overall research process. These 
discussions included a review of emerging themes along with confirmation of my 
analysis in an attempt to reduce the amount of bias that occurs with a single primary 
researcher.  
It is worth noting that the participants in this study represent only one partner in a 
two-sided relationship, which means that the data collected only offers information from 
the point of view of the Community Driven Archives Grant staff and not any of the 
communities who participated in the grant. This is true of most research that has been 
done in this area, so future research should look not just at the institutional side of 
collaborative partnerships but should also include community collaborators. Because my 
research only collected data from the institutional partner, any information given about 
thoughts and feelings of the community partners is based on speculation provided by the 
grant team members I interviewed.  
Before this paper was finalized, a copy was provided to all interview participants 
to ensure the accuracy of the information within. Data was also stored on a secure server 
to maintain the privacy of interviewees.  
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Positionality/Researcher Role  
I chose to pursue this research because of my intersecting interests in academic 
libraries and community archives. I want to better understand the relationships between 
the two and learn more about how universities can assist communities in building their 
own archives. Universities typically have much greater access to funding and resources 
than communities do, which makes them a good conduit for building community 
archives. However, there is usually a significant power imbalance between universities 
and communities they may partner with in collaborations like these, and I want to 
examine that in the hopes of identifying ways to mitigate the imbalance.  
I was the sole researcher for this project, which means that my own blind spots and 
biases have influenced the research process. I am a white female who is currently 
attending a predominantly white institution, which introduces the potential for some bias 
in my research.  These biases could extend to the recruitment of participants, the 
interview process, the analysis of data, and the production of the final research output. 
Data Collection and Analysis Methods 
To collect information on the Community Driven Archives Grant Project, I 
conducted semi-structured interviews with each of the three participants. I emailed 
participants and asked them to participate in a single hour-long interview session. Upon 
accepting, I provided participants were with a list of questions that they would be asked 
during the interview. Topics included background about each of the communities and the 
relationship they have with UNC, goals of the grant project, and ways that either UNC or 
their community partners benefitted or were harmed in the collaborative process. The 
interviews consisted of open-ended questions that allowed the participants to give 
detailed responses and lasted between an hour and an hour and a half.  
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I conducted each interview via Zoom because of the inability to meet face-to-face 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I informed interviewees that the interview was being 
recorded and that they could request that the interview be terminated at any point. 
Throughout the interview process, I responded to interviewees, requesting more detail 
when needed and answering questions the participants asked. This follows Pirjo 
Nikander’s understanding of the interview as discourse data. Nikander argues that 
interviews are an “ economic and efficient means of eliciting ‘talk on topic’” which 
makes the method ideal for the time constraints of this study (Nikander, 2012). In 
addition to the interviews, I examined documentation (such as the website for each 
community partner) detailing the scope of the partnerships to gain a better idea of the 
structure of each relationship and background of each community partner.   
After collecting my data, I transcribed the interviews using Zoom’s built-in 
transcription service before checking them for accuracy. From there, I used an iterative 
coding process to identify themes in the responses using a qualitative, thematic analysis 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). The coding process was done by hand with particular focus 
being placed on successes and failures of each partnership as well as information about 
the structure of each partnership.  Thematic analysis is comprised of a number of steps. 
First, I familiarized myself with the data that I had collected; this included editing my 
transcriptions and reading through the interviews several times. Next, I began my search 
for themes by noting items of interest across all of my data. This included beginning to 
gather data that was relevant to each potential theme.  
The next step was combing through all of my data and the themes that I had noted 
to pull all relevant information and find any larger, overarching themes. This was done 
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using axial coding where I rearranged the text into groupings according to the themes that 
I had originally identified before searching for connections between the groupings. The 
fourth step was reviewing my themes by creating a thematic map and checking the 
themes as they related to the data that I had collected. Finally, I refined the specifics of 
each theme and crafted an overall narrative to my findings. This included generating clear 
definitions for each theme and selecting examples for inclusion in the final paper.  
Context and Background for the Community Driven Archives Grant 
In light of calls from marginalized and underrepresented communities to diversify 
representation in archival holdings, many colleges and universities have turned to 
community archives to better understand models of community partnership in the field. 
Many communities had been collecting and archiving on their own before academia and 
other traditional archival repositories began to take note and express interest in 
collaborating. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was one of those 
institutions, and in 2017, UNC received a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
to pursue a practice-based study of community-driven archives over a period of three 
years. The original intent was to publish a manual on how to collaborate with community 
archives, but this shifted as the grant went on. The project team is now working on a 
website with a suite of tools and trainings intended to support community archives with 
their efforts.  
The grant’s goals include providing marginalized communities with the resources 
to sustainably manage their own histories, amplifying the work of those communities 
through programming, creating a replicable program for institutional collaboration, 
reaching new audiences and connecting them to community-driven archives, and 
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continuing institutional dialogues on community collaboration and post-custodial 
archiving (“About CDA – UNC Chapel Hill Libraries,” n.d.). One member of the grant 
team also said that the goal of the grant was to “re-examine the extractive nature of 
collecting at UNC” and to “see what kinds of work we could imagine with [the 
communities] with the additional resources of the grant.”  
There are many components to the work done by the grant team, but all of their 
efforts have centered around four communities that they have partnered with. These 
community partners are the Appalachian Student Health Coalition, the Eastern Kentucky 
African American Migration Project, the Historically Black Towns and Settlements 
Alliance, and the San Antonio African American Community Archives and Museum, 
each of which will be discussed in greater detail below. These communities were chosen 
for the grant because they have a diverse set of needs that would help the team to explore 
the nuances of working with different types of communities. With all four partners, UNC 
already had relationships with the communities and in each case, it was the community 
that reached out to UNC to start a collaboration. In several cases, a member of the 
community had some sort of preexisting connection to UNC. To help facilitate 
productive communication and reduce confusion about the proper points of contact, each 
partnership had a liaison from both the community and the institution that would serve as 
the primary contact.  
  Each of these partnerships looked a little different and were based on the needs of 
the communities. However, similar services and resources were made available to each 
collaborator. Much of the work that the grant team did was through trainings for the 
community collaborators to help them get acclimated to the basics of archival work. 
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These trainings frequently required project staff to travel extensively to the different 
communities to give orientations and to meet members of the communities. The grant 
team also worked to create video trainings of these orientations that they hoped would go 
on to prove useful to other communities interested in archiving beyond the four that they 
were working with. Other services were more tangible such as the archivist-in-a-
backpack program. This program involved sending backpacks loaded with all the 
materials necessary to conduct field interviews and oral histories to each of the 
participating communities. When needed, the communities were also supplied with 
archival materials such as archival sleeves, folders, and boxes.  
Eastern Kentucky African American Migration Project 
The Eastern Kentucky African American Migration Project was first started by Dr. 
Karida Brown while she was conducting research for her dissertation on African 
American migration in and out of the Appalachian region of Eastern Kentucky 
throughout the 20th century. Brown first became interested in the topic because she was a 
granddaughter of a former Kentucky coal miner and saw that African Americans were 
largely left out of depictions of life in the region and wanted to create a place for people 
to learn more about this segment of the African American diaspora. In her research 
process, she conducted more than 200 oral histories with migrants from more than  30 
cities throughout the United States.  Through this research and the resulting collection, 
EKAAMP was born, with the goal of establishing a community archive that African 
Americans from across the diaspora could call home (“About - Eastern Kentucky African 
American Migration Project,” n.d.).  
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Brown felt that a professional institution with experience in material culture, 
preservation, and other archival work would be the best home for the items and oral 
histories that she gathered during her research. Brown already had connections at UNC 
because one of her dissertation committee members was a faculty member. UNC is also 
home to the Southern Historical Collection, making it a good fit for Brown’s project. As 
part of EKAAMP’s partnership with UNC, all of the materials have been formally 
donated. Additionally, a few families that belong to the Eastern Kentucky African 
American migrant community have also donated their materials to UNC outside of the 
EKAAMP collection.  
The collaboration between the two groups started before the grant project began. 
Much of the collection was already accessioned into UNC before the grant, and UNC had 
already had an exhibit on the materials. Because of this, the grant team largely focused on 
outreach and how the materials were being presented and made accessible to members of 
the community, something was important to Brown. She wanted to make sure that people 
knew where their materials were being housed and were able to access them whenever 
they wanted. Because of this, the grant team at UNC created traveling exhibits for the 
materials. This meant curating the materials and interviews to pull together stories that 
would then be brought to the various communities that the migrants now lived in. It also 
meant formatting the material in a way that was usable to members of the community 
from which that material came.   
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San Antonio African American Community Archives and Museum 
 The San Antonio African American Community Archives and Museum is a 
grassroots effort to uncover the legacy of African Americans in the region that reaches 
back to the early days of the Spanish colonists and Texas Republic. Instead of joining an 
existing heritage preservation group and trying to convince them that their stories were 
worth telling, members of the community wanted to establish their own community 
archives. SAAACAM’s goal is to “reclaim San Antonio’s Black history by empowering 
individuals to curate their own archives and cultivate a community-driven museum of 
digitized, audiovisual exhibits,” (“About SAAACAM – SAAACAM,” n.d.).  
One of the co-founders, Everett Fly, was connected to a faculty member at UNC and 
reached out to the UNC archives for assistance in building up the SAAACAM 
organization. Over the course of their partnership, UNC has helped SAAACAM to build 
up their infrastructure by helping them file to become a 501(c)(3) and hire an executive 
director. Unlike the other communities that the grant team has worked with, this group’s 
main focus is building up the archive, and they are not run by volunteers. Currently, the 
advisory board chair serves as the liaison to UNC, helping to facilitate the work that the 
two organizations are doing together. The SAAACAM archive has grown significantly 
through their partnership with UNC and they are now a full-fledged community archive 
and museum with a physical location and exhibition space, even though most of the 
collection is digital.  
When SAAACAM first started working with UNC, they had a collection of 
digital items with little idea of what to do with or how to preserve them. UNC held those 
materials for them in dark storage, meaning they were not formally donated to UNC and 
were not made publicly available, until SAAACAM had the capacity to host the materials 
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themselves and UNC repatriated the collection back to them. Much of the work that UNC 
and SAAACAM have done together has been centered around building up the digital 
collections and crafting exhibits for the museum space. To aid in their work, UNC also 
provided SAAACAM with subscriptions to ancestry.com and Adobe Creative Cloud. 
Other grant team members also helped build exhibits for the museum space.  
 Because of the physical distance between UNC and SAAACAM, the grant team 
has also helped the organization to build up a network of local support. During the course 
of the grant, UNC helped SAAACAM locate another institutional partner to help 
continue their digital preservation work. While SAAACAM will still work with UNC 
after the grant period is over, they now have a partnership with the archives at Texas 
A&M. 
Historically Black Towns and Settlements Alliance 
 The Historically Black Towns and Settlements Alliance started out as a group of 
five communities across the South that tie their histories to Booker T. Washington and 
the Tuskegee Institute. Graduates from the school would be sent to one of these Black 
settlements to work and bring the expertise they had gained at Tuskegee. Out of this 
original group of five grew a network of communities that all identified as being 
historically Black. The goal of the alliance is to “work collaboratively to actively 
preserve and promote the heritage, history and culture of these historic places by utilizing 
their…resources to nurture economic development and to support an enhanced quality of 
life” (“About Us,” n.d.).  
The towns in the alliance were interested in promoting cultural heritage tourism 
and hoped to create a “trail” of sorts where tourists could travel through the towns and 
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explore the rich history that they have to offer, similar to the Gullah Geechee Corridor on 
the coast of the southeastern U.S. Because of this goal, it was important to the towns that 
they maintain custody and ownership over all of their materials. They were also 
concerned about the sometimes extractive nature of archiving and wanted to ensure that 
they reaped the full benefits of having their collections and materials stay in their 
communities. They saw the opportunity to revitalize their communities by harnessing the 
power of their histories.  
The partnership with UNC began before the start of the grant because of a 
connection through UNC’s archival donor network. In addition to the five towns that 
founded HBTSA, UNC also worked with three historically Black towns located within 
North Carolina. Despite having similar end goals, each of the towns had different needs, 
which posed logistical challenges for the grant team. Some of the communities received 
material support through artifact training, preservation work, and exhibit design 
assistance. Other communities received oral history trainings. All of the communities 
received the archivist-in-a-backpack kit to help with their efforts. A number of the 
communities were also interested in establishing museums for the collections, and UNC 
paid for registration to the Association of African American Museums for some of the 
towns. This helped to expand their network of support and gave them access to other 
resources beyond what UNC had to offer.  
Appalachian Student Health Coalition  
The Appalachian Student Health Coalition is a group of Vanderbilt alumni, largely 
from the School of Law and the School of Medicine, who sought to improve access to 
health care in the Appalachian region of East Tennessee in the 1960s and 70s. The 
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Coalition utilized community organizing methods to open clinics throughout the region 
and improve health outcomes for chronically underserved populations. Today, the 
Coalition is working to preserve their history by documenting their organization’s story 
in an attempt to inspire future generations of health care workers and to model a new kind 
of archive that redefines “archival value” and documents the story of the “common man” 
(“About the Archive Project – The Student Health Coalition Archive Project,” n.d.). 
Members of the Coalition were most interested in guaranteeing the accessibility of their 
collections. Members recognized that students are unlikely to listen to an hour-long 
interview, so a team of volunteers has set out to comb through their collection and curate 
the materials, creating shorter clips that will capture students’ attention and convey the 
importance of the work the Coalition did in the communities.  
ASHC chose to partner with UNC because one of their members, Bill Dow, had 
already chosen to donate his personal papers to UNC’s archives. The group also has 
materials housed at Vanderbilt, Berea College, and Appalachian State, but ultimately 
decided that UNC was best equipped to aid in their mission and to create a system to help 
co-locate materials throughout the institutions. The Coalition’s materials have been 
formally donated to UNC although they have the ability to help curate the collection, 
deciding what to include or exclude, which is not typical of a donor relationship in a 
traditional archival setting.  
The work done by UNC and ASHC was largely concentrated on building the 
Coalition’s collection and then creating a highly curated website for all of their materials. 
Gathering oral histories comprised a large portion of the work for the Coalition, so UNC 
trained community members on how to conduct interviews and provided their archivist-
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in-a-backpack kits to give the community the tangible resources that they would need to 
continue their work. The ASHC members used the tools and skills that UNC provided 
them with to build up their community and bolster their outreach efforts. Reunions were 
one way that the community engaged in the communal memory work, which ultimately 
resulted in a highly-curated website that documents the organization from a number of 
angles.  
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Findings & Analysis  
 Many of the experiences that the UNC team encountered over the course of the 
grant were similar to those faced by other community-institution collaborations. The 
UNC case is interesting in that the team applied multiple models of partnership from the 
field, including participatory appraisal, distributed custody, and post-custodialism, to 
address concerns inherent to these types of collaborations. This flexibility and willingness 
to look for solutions outside of traditional archival models were important in helping to 
meet community needs, which sometimes differed from the needs or expectations of the 
institution. Trust building also played a vital role in sustaining the partnerships and the 
work that UNC did early on to build and strengthen their partnerships illustrates their 
commitment to supporting their community partners.  
 There is always the chance, and even likelihood, for harm in any community-
institution collaboration. Because of this, it is important for the institution to be mindful 
of this and enter into the partnership with full focus towards mitigating and minimizing 
that harm. In thinking about this community archives project, UNC was responsive to 
issues that have arisen in other institutional collaborations with communities, while also 
working to maximize the value of the project to their community partners, the grant 
funder, and other stakeholders. The team encountered bumps along the way, and 
ultimately the end goals of the project changed significantly over the course of the three 
years. These shifts were driven by a commitment to account for archival injustices and 
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imbalances and were demonstrated in several ways through the team’s approach to the 
grant work. The first of these approaches was centering community needs and 
empowering communities by allowing community needs to dictate how the project 
played out. In line with this, the grant team also placed a significant emphasis on the 
collaborative process and relationships with their community partners instead of focusing 
on end products of the project. Honoring these partnerships also meant exploring how the 
communities involved thought about accessibility and how their needs might require new 
avenues of archival output beyond the traditional finding aid. Finally, the grant team 
made an attempt to set the communities up for success beyond the scope of both the grant 
and the partnership itself in efforts to sustain communities’ work outside the bounds of 
their relationship with UNC. These four themes will be discussed in detail with emphasis 
on how each step helps to support the goals of the community. 
Community Empowerment  
 The realm of community archiving has become a popular space for marginalized 
or overlooked communities to take control of their own narrative and preserve a slice of 
history that has long been ignored by mainstream institutions. At the same time that this 
sector has seen significant growth, there has been a rising interest from researchers and 
traditional archival repositories to collaborate with these community groups. The 
motivation behind this work is varied but many groups, including the community-driven 
archives grant team at UNC, has found that community empowerment is both a large and 
important part of the work that they are doing.  
It is important to clarify what is meant by marginalized or overlooked 
communities. Many who hear the term might first think of racial or ethnic minorities, but 
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in archival spaces, these terms extend well beyond that and enter into ideas surrounding 
archival erasure and the dominant narrative. Not all of the communities that UNC worked 
with were racial or ethnic minorities, but all were community groups whose stories had 
been left out of traditional archival repositories. One grant team member said, “We’ve 
really been focusing on communities that don’t have that level of privilege or that are 
bringing an alternative view of the dominant history that we have in the archive.” For the 
grant team members, this meant “[having] to think a little more broadly about how to 
engage with communities that have been marginalized…and challenge what [they] 
typically do to work with communities.” This heightened the importance of empowering 
their community partners.  
 The grant team recognized the important role that archives can play in identity 
formation, collective memory, and representational belonging. Allowing the communities 
they worked with to drive not only the archival products of the project but also the 
narrative formation meant that the UNC grant team was acutely aware of the need to a 
correct previous history of archival misrepresentation, especially if we believe that, 
“archives validate our experiences, our perceptions, our narratives, our stories,” 
(Schwartz & Cook, 2002). For UNC, centering  community empowerment meant 
“thinking about the model of not trying to set the priorities and determine the goals for 
the community, but allowing the communities to generate that themselves and set the 
priorities themselves and then try to tailor the services or the training or the knowledge.”  
One of the ways that the grant team worked to empower the communities was by 
promoting the idea that community members had a unique set of skills and experiences 
that they brought to the table. One grant member said that they focused on  
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“Flipping the script and helping [the communities] understand that they actually 
are the experts. They may not be archival experts yet, but they can, with a few 
basic skills and a little bit of know-how from us . . . get up to speed and match 
their content expertise, because they know about their own history better than 
anyone else . . . with a little bit of archival expertise and get moving on 
documenting their histories.”  
 
The impact of the grant team’s focus on empowering community members is especially 
apparent in the partnership with the Student Health Coalition, where community 
members were not interested in having a librarian or archivist curate their materials. 
Instead, they saw that self-curation would help create a deeper or more “authentic” 
connections between different items in the collection.  
 Along with encouraging the communities’ confidence in their own expertise, 
allowing the communities to drive the work and make decisions about what they wanted 
from the grant team represented a key principle from the start of the project. This can be 
seen in the decision not to approach communities for collaboration but instead to let the 
communities come to them. The community partners were also afforded the ability to 
voice what was most important to their members. One grant team member summed up 
this approach by stating that the team wanted to “allow the communities to generate [the 
goals] themselves and set the priorities themselves and then try to tailor the services or 
the training or knowledge that we can provide to backfill behind what they need to 
accomplish.” Early in the project, many of the communities expressed interest in oral 
history, so the grant team tried to nurture that interest and provide the resources necessary 
to develop oral history collection.  
Communities also had a say over what was in the collection and what was out, 
which is “not something that donors traditionally get to do,” according to one grant 
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worker. Similarly, the communities, especially those who did not sign formal donor 
agreements with UNC, were given complete control over access of their materials. The 
San Antonio African American Community Archives and Museum had UNC hold their 
materials in dark storage until they were better equipped to preserve and manage them 
but were clear from the start that they wanted to retain control over how the materials 
were accessed.  
Another way that the grant team worked to empower the communities was by 
providing them with the archival skills and resources that they would need to do archival 
work on their own. Many of the communities just needed assistance with navigating how 
to go about starting the projects. The experience can be daunting for someone new to 
archiving, especially when it is not the only focus of the community. Because of this, 
training on a range of topics was a large portion of the work done by the grant team. For 
the Historically Black Towns and Settlements Alliance, this included training on artifact 
preservation and exhibition to help with their efforts to bolster cultural tourism by 
amplifying their unique histories. These trainings not only provided them with the more 
basic skills necessary to collect oral histories but also empowered them to take control of 
their own narratives.  
Many communities were also able to engage in community-building through their 
work with UNC which ties back to Michelle Caswell’s work on the impact of community 
archives and representational belonging. Members of the ASHC were able to reconnect 
with other members of the Coalition through their collection and curation processes. 
Curating their materials also meant engaging in communal memory work that helped to 
strengthen bonds already in place. The act of parsing through materials for curation 
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purposes served as a means for looking back at the work that the community had done 
and strengthening their collective identity by constructing a group narrative using the 
materials and oral histories that they had collected.  
SAAACAM had felt largely left out of the larger narrative crafted by other 
heritage institutions in the San Antonio area, so the build-up of their archives involved 
community outreach and provided the ability to control and uplift their own stories. For 
EKAAMP, the creation of a travelling exhibit allowed the community to reach out to 
former neighbors who had been lost to the diaspora. Finally, for HBTSA, involvement in 
the grant project meant working to rebuild communities through economic revitalization 
spurred on by increased cultural heritage tourism. This work is community-building in a 
much more literal sense than the other groups as the towns sought not only to reflect on 
and uplift their past but build on that foundation for the future.  
 The UNC grant team is now embarking on a moment of reflection as the grant 
comes to a close. One question they are pondering is how to empower communities that 
aren’t in their immediate orbit. All of the communities who participated had relationships 
with UNC that predated the start of the grant. Grant workers are now contemplating what 
it means to be there for all communities and how they might be able to broaden their 
network to other communities that are in need of assistance but might feel intimidated by 
or unwelcome as an institution like UNC while still remaining aware of the issues 
surrounding an institution such as themselves reaching out to marginalized communities. 
Of the whole experience, one grant employee said, “We’ve learned a lot from 
communities about what people out there care about, what some of the barriers are for 
them, and what roles a library like ours could play, and also what roles it shouldn’t play.” 
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Emphasizing Process Over Product 
 Over the three-year period working on the grant, the UNC team found their goals 
shifting. While the team had originally set out to “create a reusable and possibly even 
universal…model for supporting community archives,” based on what they learned from 
their partnerships, they discovered that the process of working with communities and 
learning how to support them was much more important and useful, especially for their 
community partners. As the team began to understand the importance of relationship-
building and flexibility, the focus of the work shifted away from the idea of developing a 
treatise on community archiving and towards smaller deliverables and tailored support 
for each community partner. 
 When institutions center the archival product over the process, there is a greater 
chance that they will be ignoring communities’ needs and shoehorning the community 
context into their intended deliverables. What UNC was able to accomplish by shifting 
their end deliverables and end goals was to overcome the intrinsic need to satisfy the 
institution and instead empower communities by letting needs drive the work. They were 
able to focus on what would benefit the community which gave the grant team the 
opportunity to engage in participatory appraisal and learn a lot about both the 
communities themselves and the collaborative process. This work could still take the 
form of a product (one that is community-driven) but could also include other supports or 
services that enabled the communities to meet their specific goals. At the same time, the 
communities were able to use the process to engage in communal memory work which 
helped strengthen their community identities.   
 Even within the smaller deliverables, the grant team learned to listen to what their 
communities needed and shift their goals accordingly. With the Historically Black Towns 
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and Settlements Alliance, the team originally worked on creating a network of 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities and African American community 
collections but shifted their focus towards working on individual projects for each of the 
communities according to the needs communicated to the grant team. Similarly, there 
was a shift in efforts with the Eastern Kentucky African American Migration Project. 
Early on in the grant, the UNC team sent out their Archivist-in-a-Backpack kits to 
members in the community, but they learned that there was not much interest among 
community members in continuing to collect oral histories. Instead, the community 
wanted to focus on spreading their history and making sure that it was shared throughout 
the diaspora.  
 The grant team also had to be flexible with how they managed community needs 
and traditional archival processes. While working with the Appalachian Student Health 
Coalition, the grant team had to rethink their traditional workflows. Normally, the team 
uses the Carolina Digital Repository to disseminate their collections and holdings, but 
ASHC wasn’t interested in this because of the barriers to access that the CDR presents. 
While the CDR has preservation tools built in, users cannot stream materials directly 
from the site. Instead, users must download files locally to their computers before playing 
them on their machines. The ASHC felt that this would impose barriers to access, and 
they also knew that students would be unlikely to listen to full hour-long interviews, so 
they and the UNC team turned to YouTube. While the materials are still housed in the 
CDR, the community members cull through and curate the interviews to create more 
digestible videos to be shared on YouTube.  
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With the San Antonio African American Community Archives and Museum, the 
team at UNC was asked to hold onto digital files without making them available to the 
public. One team member said, “There was this purgatory with us for a while that we 
didn’t really know what to do because we didn’t have formal ownership of [the files].” 
This is something that many traditional repositories have struggled with: they are unsure 
how to manage custody over materials that have not been donated to the archive. 
Ultimately, UNC decided to hold the materials in dark storage, meaning that no one had 
access to the materials, until SAAACAM had the infrastructure to manage the materials 
on their own.  
All of these examples are indicative of a larger effort by UNC to reexamine the 
ways that traditional archival repositories interact with communities, who they interact 
with, and why they interact with them. One grant worker said, “The archive is typically 
about taking stuff in…but there’s a whole group of people that we work with who are not 
donating anything…[We’re] figuring out a model of how you support archives when 
maybe there’s nothing tangible that’s being created…You might have outreach activities 
where nothing comes out of it except for a better relationship, and that’s okay.” Much of 
the project became more about the process of learning how to be present for communities 
and meet their needs and less about the final products that UNC set out to create. As 
another team member said, “There’s always this need to report tangible progress, but at 
some point in the grant, it just became not about that.” 
Overall, the partnerships with the four communities were much less transactional 
than a traditional repository-donor relationship. One grant worker said, “We don’t build 
websites for every donor; we don’t build travelling exhibits for every donor; we don’t 
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even really allow donors to have and level of curation over their collection like we did 
with the Student Health Coalition.” All of this is new territory for UNC, so the past three 
years has been a learning experience full of trial and error and exploration. As one team 
member put it, the grant team has explored “how [they] can challenge what [they] 
typically do to work with communities.”  Much of the work done by the grant team was 
learning from the communities what they care about, what barriers exist for them, how 
libraries can help—and also how they should not help. 
This has largely manifested in a significant amount of time being devoted to 
relationship building. The project has involved working with communities that are 
typically overlooked by institutions such as UNC, which can make it difficult to navigate 
the power dynamics between community and institution. As a result, developing trust has 
been important to the work. Countless hours were spent traveling to the communities, 
attending board meetings, or doing site visits to help build up mutual trust and respect. 
There have also been “really tough conversations about power and about ownership” that 
have helped members of the grant team to “turn new parts of [their] brains on; to be 
creative and think on [their] feet” in order to deepen the relationships that they already 
had.  
The grant team was not the only group that benefited from the collaboration 
process. Much of what the community partners got out of working on the project went 
beyond the initial grant deliverables and into the collective power of storytelling and 
memory work. The UNC grant team found that in all four communities, storytelling was 
integral to and a huge component of the work that the communities were trying to 
accomplish. The team helped to facilitate that work in a number of ways from hosting 
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history harvests to conducting trainings on collecting oral histories but the community 
building that occurred in these sessions was arguably more valuable.  
In the case of the ASHC, the community members also organized themselves to 
cull through and curate their materials, giving them the opportunity to reflect back on the 
work that they had done. One grant worker said,  
“The value here for community projects is really more process value or process 
oriented than product oriented. I think we shouldn’t lose sight of the fact that the 
[Student Health] Coalition project is mostly people in their 60s and 70s, in the 
later stages of life, and that kind of memory work and just the social value there is 
to do that, whether it’s catharsis or reconciling with the past or all these other 
things, I think is extremely valuable to these individuals to go through.” 
 
 The organizers of the ASHC collections reached out and interviewed not only former 
and current members of the organization but also members of the communities that their 
work impacted and others that had come into contact with the ASHC during the height of 
its activity. They really wanted to explore the “ripples and the impact of these other 
communities on them and them on these other communities.” 
 The Student Health Coalition was not the only group that engaged in this type of 
work. The Eastern Kentucky African American Migration Project was also focused 
heavily on storytelling, oral histories, and communal memory. For many in the 
community, documenting their story before it disappeared was paramount. One grant 
member said, “There’s some intergenerational aspects to the work…the idea of if we 
don’t get our story down, we’re going to lose it. . . Older folks in the community are 
worried this information is going to be lost . . . To have new generations getting involved 
or interested in some cases has been really great.” Another added that, “They told those 
stories for their grandchildren, to celebrate themselves, to see it in conversation with each 
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other.” Because of the importance of generational memory, the grant team helped the 
community to build a travelling exhibit that could go around the diaspora and show up to 
the twice-yearly reunions that the community holds to keep their memories alive and 
continuing building the community they already have.  
Accessibility  
 For all of the communities that UNC worked with, accessibility was a significant 
focus, although each community interpreted the concept of accessibility differently. For 
many of the groups, there was interest in creating different ways of presenting materials 
beyond traditional archival finding aids. This again meant centering the needs of the 
community by making the collections accessible to different audiences on the terms that 
the communities requested. For the grant team, this involved examining traditional 
archival workflows and outputs and imagining products for their communities that were 
outside the bounds of their typical work. The archival field often fails to think about 
accessibility beyond the confines of finding aids or digitization. This lack of imagination 
and failure to meet the needs of potential users or patrons means that archives are often 
seen as intimidating spaces (Battley, 2019). By allowing their community partners to 
lead, the grant team was not only able to tap into a network of users who may otherwise 
eschew interacting with archival collections but they were also able to assist with 
community building processes.  
When the grant team began to scope their project, they worked with the 
communities to imagine potential archival outputs that would ensure that members of the 
community and their intended audiences would benefit from the collections. For all of the 
communities, there was interest in exploring how to meet the needs of their user outside 
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of the context of a traditional finding aid. One grant worker said that “finding aids are 
really inaccessible, generally, to people who don’t use [them] all of the time,” and that 
the decision of the Student Health Coalition to create a curated website for their 
collection was a reflection of this belief. The website was meant to serve as a “portal into 
[their] story, because you don’t get that [level of information] in a finding aid.” The 
Coalition also wanted to think about what it meant to make their materials accessible 
beyond just digitizing materials and making them available online. They knew that 
students were their primary audience and that they were unlikely to watch an hour-long 
interview in its entirety. Because of this, they chose to curate the interviews by choosing 
what they felt were the “most interesting or most engaging parts” of the oral histories and 
making them available as soundbites.  
 This type of work goes beyond the typical boundaries of what archivists think of 
when they talk about accessibility in the field. The communities understood the nuance 
around this concept and valued meeting the needs of their users, many of whom were not 
versed in world of archival finding aids. Similarly, Dr. Karida Brown and EKAAMP 
were interested in making sure that even after she donated the materials to UNC, 
whatever the grant team created with those items “needed to be an output that met them 
where they were at instead of traditional outputs [such as] the shelves in the reading 
room.” One of her criteria was to “let folks know that their material is here” and to 
“produce the material in a way that they can use it and that makes sense to them.” 
Because of this, the grant team opted to make a travelling exhibit that they could take 
around the diaspora. For the community members, this meant having the opportunity to 
appreciate their materials and stories while not having to worry about doing preservation 
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work on their own. It also meant that the grant team understood that they community 
would have little use for a finding aid and so they worked with the community to build an 
output that they would benefit from, even if it didn’t take the shape of a traditional 
archival product. These examples are also evidence of the importance of thinking about 
how the communities plan on using their materials.  
 One of the reasons that it was so important for these communities to have 
accessible collections is because they were using them as a means of community 
building. In the case of EKAAMP and the ASHC, both communities used their 
collaborations with UNC as a way to reach other community members who were not yet 
engaged in or familiar with the memory work that the communities had been doing. 
These communities saw this as an opportunity to “bring people back together.” This 
points to the power of archives in helping communities to create a collective identity and 
forge feelings of social belonging and cohesion (Caswell et al., 2016). 
In the case of HBTSA, “they are trying to use their history for community 
development or tourism.” This example demonstrates community building in a much 
more literal sense as the communities sought to not only strengthen community ties but 
also to utilize their unique identity and history to drive economic improvement. That was 
also why some communities were hesitant to hand materials over to UNC through a 
formal donor agreement and instead opted to maintain ownership. SAAACAM made this 
explicitly clear before they handed their digital holdings over to UNC for storage. One 
interviewee said, “It’s not like people are turning over their stuff that they don’t want any 
more or that is useless to them, or that they can’t handle anymore. Typically, there’s still 
a need in their community.”  
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 In this instance, partnering with an institution helped to facilitate greater 
community access. Many communities fear that accessibility to their materials will 
decrease if they choose to house them in a traditional archival repository, and archivist 
Andrew Flinn argues that moving community collections into a traditional repository can 
strip materials of important context and create barriers to access for community members 
who may feel uncomfortable in these traditional archival spaces. In the case of 
EKAAMP, collaborating with UNC not only meant greater outreach and visibility for 
their collection but also having a centralized location for their materials. Because their 
community was spread across the United States, having an institution to call their 
collections home meant increased access for all community members as there was no 
longer a single physical location where a majority of the community would be able to 
easily access them.  
Sustainable Success 
 Throughout the grant, the team has thought a lot about how to position the 
communities for continued success after the grant period came to an end. While UNC has 
no current plans to end collaborations with the community groups, it was important to 
them that the communities would be prepared when the partnerships do halt. One person 
on the grant team said, “Nothing is forever, but I feel like the more situated you can put 
the knowledge base and the resources and all of those other things, and the more you can 
situate [control] on the community side, the longer [the relationship] can be sustained. 
The less dependent [the community] is, the more empowered and more engaged the 
community side of the partnership will be, and the more they can thrive when the 
institution decides they want to break up with them.” 
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 As the UNC team prepares for the grant to end, they have carefully considered 
how to continue their support for the four community partners and also what the scope of 
their relationship might entail when grant funds are no longer a part of the picture. There 
was a significant level of need expressed by the communities for a number of different 
resources. Some of these resources were the training or materials the communities lacked 
at the beginning. When it came to physical materials, many of the communities were 
starting with little in the way of what is typically required to engage in archival work. 
This entire budget was grant funded, meaning there was funding in place to help cover 
the cost of these materials, but that becomes an issue for traditional archival repositories 
interested in engaging in this work that are facing shrinking funds, especially if they 
aren’t receiving any material benefit from these partnerships. While the level of resources 
that UNC provided to the communities with the assistance of grant funds might be 
feasible in the short term, it is less clear how things would work in the long term. As one 
grant worker said, “as with all archives, the resources are always a problem, staffing is 
always a problem, time, all those things are always a problem.” 
 Staffing resources was another significant need. The grant workers found the 
work to be taxing at times, even though they felt fulfilled by working on the project. In 
the early days of the grant, the team members were doing a number of site visits to 
strengthen their relationships with the communities. One person working on the grant 
team said, “People really did want to see us and so it was really important to physically 
be there, but at a certain point it was difficult to be there as often.” This was particularly 
tricky in the partnership with HBTSA where the grant team was juggling the differing 
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needs of eight different towns. One person said, “We had five people working on our 
grant team and it was still exhausting to do four communities.” 
This was especially true because of the level of service that the grant team offered 
to their community partners. One of the resources the team offered to the communities 
was access to a staff member who would assist with oral history collection and curation, 
about which one of the interviewees said, “It’s really helpful having a person to build that 
capacity, especially for people who don’t have the time to do it themselves. I think that 
was appreciated, but it’s not super sustainable.” Setting the communities up for successes 
beyond their partnerships has been a focus for the grant team and that means accounting 
for their material and training needs. Institutions need to think about the resources they 
have available and whether they will be able to meet the needs of the community before 
they engage in this work. 
 The grant team also had to think about who they were working with in each 
community and what how that impacted the collaborative process. As one grant worker 
said, “you're basically working with all volunteers, and so it's kind of ridiculous to push 
them in ways that they may no longer have capacity for.” Many community archives are 
volunteer run which can pose a challenge to archives interested in working with them. In 
a number of instances, this can have negative effects on the longevity of the archive when 
volunteers become too busy with other commitments (Szwaya, 2017). UNC has tried to 
keep this in mind when working with the communities. They understand the workload 
that their community partners can manage and have scoped the projects in a way that 
allows those partners to determine the amount of work that they put into the project.  
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 The team has also thought about continuing collaboration beyond the grant and 
whether they are the best institutional partner for each of the communities. In the case of 
SAAACAM, they have helped the community to set up a partnership with Texas A&M 
for support with digital preservation, and as the grant comes to an end, the grant staff feel 
that the community has grown its capacity significantly over the course of their 
partnership with UNC. One grant team member said, “They never really needed us but 
they certainly don’t need us now, which is what we wanted.”  
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Conclusion 
The purpose of this study started with an exploration of whether archival 
institutions should seek out collaborative endeavors with community partners. I soon 
learned that this question missed the mark, not because it wasn’t a valid question, but 
instead because the institutions themselves were not likely to stop and think critically 
about whether they should be engaging in these partnerships. Instead, the question I 
needed to examine was how institutions were engaging with communities and how they 
were working to minimize the potential for harm towards these communities. To explore 
this question, I conducted a case study of the UNC Community-Driven Archives Grant 
because it incorporated a number of tactics and collaborative models. The opportunity to 
see one institution interact with multiple communities gave me insight into how one 
institution can navigate the diverse needs that differing communities may have. It has 
also allowed me to identify four themes running throughout each of the partnerships that 
demonstrate how UNC has accounted for the complicated power dynamics and chance 
for harm.  
These four themes are important for archives to keep in mind and adopt if they are 
interested in working with community partners because they not only identify the tension 
that can arise in the collaborative process but they also serve as a road map for traversing 
the complicated institution-community dynamic. By centering the community needs and 
empowering the community to make decisions on the direction of the project, the archive 
is giving the community control over narrative development, archival representation, and 
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ultimately, boosting collective identity formation. This is seen playing out again 
when the archival institution and the community centers the process and relationship 
building over the final product or deliverable. The grant team also worked with their 
community partners to reimagine archival accessibility by thinking beyond the finding 
aid. This again was a way of centering community needs and allowing them to lead, 
something that should be a cornerstone of any institution-community partnership. Finally, 
the team thought about how to set their community partners up for success beyond the 
confines of the grant term.  
Even with these condition in place, no collaboration model is foolproof. The 
Historically Black Towns and Settlements Alliance is still working with the grant team 
but also chose to go to the Andrew Mellon Foundation—who funded the Community 
Driven Archives Grant—in search of their own grant funding because they were unhappy 
with having an institution such as UNC as an intermediary to funds. Both communities 
and institutions that are wishing to pursue collaboration should also know that it’s 
difficult to replicate and scale UNC’s approach because of the required investment of 
time and resources from both the institution and community. However, for those 
institutions that do choose to pursue this work, these four steps can help support the goals 
of the community by supporting identity formation, communal memory, collective 
narrative building, and ultimately fostering feelings of representational belonging.  
 This study is limited in that it only looks at the institutional side of the 
partnerships, which is in line with most of the research on institution-community archival 
collaborations. Further research is needed to fully understand the community-side of 
these partnerships to understand whether engaging in these collaborations is meeting the 
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Appendix I: Interview Questions  
What is your title within the project? 
What have your responsibilities within the project entailed?  
What were the ultimate goals of the grant project?  
What steps were taken to reach those goals?  
Who are the communities that this project has collaborated with? 
What do the partnerships between the community and the archives look like/entail? 
How were community collaborators identified?  
Who is your primary contact on the community side(s) and what is their role (names are 
not necessary)?  
Has UNC added any materials to their collection as a result of this project?  
If so, how have you maintained community access to materials?  
What archival needs were identified by this project? 
How were these needs met?  
How does this initiative fit into UNC’s overall [collecting/outreach] mission?  
How does this model of collaboration differ from typical outreach or donor relationships?  
What were some of the biggest challenges faced throughout the project? 
Did you have any challenges with building relationships with community partners? 
What are some of the biggest barriers to a successful collaboration? 
Were there struggles with managing the needs of the communities and the demands of the 
institution? 
How did the institution/community benefit from engaging in this project? 
Were either the institution or the community harmed by any part of the collaborative 
process?  
Is there a plan for continuing collaborative efforts once the grant funding ends?  
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